BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTION FOR

DRUG RECALL MANAGEMENT

Drug recalls affect hundreds of pharmaceutical companies every
year impacting sales, customer relationships, and supply chain
operations. The existing centralized models do not address issues
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surrounding traceability and recall. Products in the pharmaceutical
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environment for information access, a leading pharmaceutical
company wanted to implement a blockchain solution to ensure
accountability at the distributor level.

Our client wanted a system that notifies distributors when a particular product or batch/lot number is slated
for recall. With distributors spread across geographies, there was a need to augment the process with an
effective recall strategy.

Our solution is a fully decoupled, microservicesbased architecture on Ethereum blockchain
involving smart contracts. The parties involved
in the supply chain log their data into a
common blockchain. The manufacturer logs the
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The distributor-side web application displays a list of manufacturers with products supplied by them. Every
time a batch of products is added or updated, the corresponding supplier/manufacturer is validated via
blockchain. Any update with respect to the manufacturing company's line of products is notified in the
distributor application along with real-time status change for corresponding batches.
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The distributor admin can:
Login, view list of manufacturers and product batch ID/date
View more details upon clicking batch ID link
View and edit fields upon selecting the batch ID
Filter list of drugs based on active and expired status of batches
Search for products based on manufacturer/batch ID
Create a new batch listing with required details
Verify approval from manufacturing company and regulatory body when adding a new batch
Receive email notifications if the batch is recalled
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Decentralized and automated solution
Targeted dissemination of recall information to concerned distributors and pharmacies
Distributors need to only contact pharmacies that received the affected lots
Improved drug recall efficiency protecting commercial goodwill of the manufacturer
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